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"Y" Defends Cyclicity*

Kristin Denham

1. Introduction

In this paper, I show that there are necessarily cyclic strata in English, using data from
a Southeastern United States dialect (hereafter SUS) in which there are special rules of y-
insertion and y- deletion.i Cole (1990) argues that cyclic rules are unnecessary, and offers
alternative proposals for others' cyclic analyses of a variety of problems in several languages.
The analysis presented here, however, requires cyclic rule application, thus refuting Cole's
claim that cyclicity may be eliminated.

2. Y- Insertion

There is a phenomenon in English that occurs quite regularly in all dialects in which
certain consonants followed by the surface vowel /u/ necessarily have a /y/ preceding the /u/:

Figure 1
cube /kyub/
music /myuzik/
puny /pyuni/
beauty /byuti/
fuel /fyul/
view /vyu/
huge /hyuj/

In SPE it is claimed that /y/ is inserted instead of being present underlyingly in forms
like those in Figure (1). Halle and Mohanan (1985), following SPE, reassert that they is
inserted, not underlyingly present, because it is not found in any words except those
containing /u/, (which they claim is ft/ underlyingly).2 Thus, we have cute /kyut/, but not
kite */kyit/; puny /pyuni/, but not pony * /pyoni/. In SPE, then, a consonant followed by /y/ is
disallowed underlyingly, and /y/ is inserted before /u/.

' The data is from two speakers who grew up in central North Carolina and have lived for
twenty -five years in Southwestern Virginia.

2 In SPE a rule inserting a w -glide after the vowel u is motivated and discussed. Since it is
not relevant to the matter at hand, I will not talk about it further here. See SPE's
Diphthongization rule for more discussion.

* I would like to thank Pilar Pifiar and Diane Meador for comments on an earlier draft of this
paper, and I would especially like to thank Michael Hammond for his many helpful comments
and suggestions. I would also like to thank Bob Denham and Rachel Denham who acted as
consultants for all of the data collected here.
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Halle and Mohanan (1985) note that in British dialects, this y is inserted after any
consonant, but that in most American dialects, it occurs after all consonants except coronals,
as in the words tune /tun/ and duty /duti/. They termed these dialects informally the /dyuti/
and /duti/ dialects respectively, based on how the word duty is pronounced in each. They
claim that in the /dyuti/ dialect, the y- insertion occurs before an /u/ when it is preceded by
any consonant. In the /duti/ dialect, however, Halle and Mohanan say that /yu/ is allowed
after alveolar consonants only if the following vowel is stressless, as in the words tenuous
/tEnyuas /, venue /vEnyu/, value /vaelyu/. Therefore, speakers of the /duti/ dialect have pairs
like the following:

Figure 2

tenuous / tEnyuas/
annual /aenyual/
incredulous /InkrEdyulas/

tenuity /tEnuati/
annuity /anuati/
incredulity /InkrEdulati/

However, when no coronals are present, /y/ is inserted as in the words in figure 1. There is,
however, another dialect of English that conforms to neither of the ones described by Halle
and Mohanan. In this dialect, the /y/ is not inserted after all consonants as in the British
dialect, but neither does it appear after only the coronals that are followed by a stressless
vowel, as in most American dialects. I will show below in sections 2 and 3 the distribution
of /y/ and the rules governing its distribution in this dialect. In section 4 I will illustrate how
the analysis of the dialect raises some questions for the issue of cyclicity; specifically, that
because of the necessary ordering of certain rules, cyclicity is required. And in section 5 I
will discuss Cole's proposal and how the findings here refute her suggestion that cyclicity be
eliminated.

3. The Distribution of Y

At first sight, all the words in the SUS dialect that contain /u/ preceded by a coronal
appear to exhibit Y- Insertion. Consider the partial list in figure (3):

Figure 3
annual /ae yual/
attune / atyun/
deduce /da yus/
dew /yuw/
duke / yuk/
duly / yuli/
dune / yun/
duplex / yuplEks/
duteous / yutias/
duty / yuti/
institute /Instityut/
newly /nyuli/
news /nyuz/
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newt /nyut/
nude / yud/
reduce /rldyus/
tube /tyub/
tune /tyun/

The distribution is somewhat more restricted, however. /y/ never occurs after s, z, 1, or r,: suit
* /syut/, zees * /zyus /, lude */lyud/, rude * /ryud/. It is likely that /y/ never appears after 1 and
r for reasons of sonority, to be discussed in more detail below. No dialect of English allows
/y/ after these two consonants. It also seems that the SUS dialect restricts its placement of /y/
to the position following only [- continuant] coronals, which excludes s and z (and redundantly
excludes r and 1).

Additional data illustrate that /y/ is present before the surface /u/ when it appears after
a coronal only when the vowel of the following syllable is not a schwa. The data in figure
(4) show that when a schwa follows a consonant following /u/, no /y/ is present before the
/u /, and when other vowels follow a consonant following /u/, /y/ is present:

Figure 4
I II

duly /dyulÿ
duty /dyuty
duteous /dyutias/
dubious /dyubias/
deuterium /dyutiriam/
numerical /nyumErikal/
Tunisia /tyunixza/

neuter bluer/
nougat /nugat/
tuba /tubs
tuber /tuba
tuna /tuna
tutor /tuDar/
Tunis /tunas!

Also, /y/ is present in monosyllabic words in which a coronal consonant is followed
by /u /, and then followed by any consonant or consonant cluster:

Figure 5

duke /dyuk/
dukes / dyuks/
dune /dyun/
newt /nyut/
newt /nyuts/
nude /nyud/
tube /tyub/
tune /tyun/

And finally, when a word contains a coronal consonant and then /u/ followed by a
word boundary, /y/ is also inserted before /u/:
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Figure 6
revenue /rEvanyu/
residue /rEzi yu/
avenue /aeva yu/
renew /ranyu/
new / yu/

In sum, the data in the figures above appear to illustrate that /y/ in this dialect occurs only
when it is preceded by coronals that are [- continuant], and also followed by any consonant (or
by a word boundary), and then followed by a syllable with any vowel other than schwa.

It should be noted here that not all surface /u/s are subject to the rules of the Y-
Insertion in discussion. I would like to suggest that certain other words containing the surface
vowel /u/ have a different underlying form than that of the forms we are concerned with here.
(Similar proposals were made in SPE and more recently by Borowsky (1986).) These forms
are, thus, not subject to the rules presented here. Most of the forms are written
orthographically with o, providing a clue that their underlying forms are also different.
Below are listed most of the words, which were extracted from the Sample computer
database':

Figure 7

doodad /dudaed/
doodle /dudaL/
doom /dum/
dude /dud/
noon /nun/
noose /nus/
too /tu/
toot /tut/
tooth /tuO/
two /tu/

I will not try to determine or defend here what the underlying representations of such forms
are, though in SPE it is suggested that they are /0/ underlyingly. When using the surface
symbol /u /, I will be referring only to the /u/s that are subject to the rules of Y- Insertion of
the current discussion; that is, the ones that SPE claims are underlyingly %/. Words like those
in figure (6), which are not underlyingly /}j, will not be affected by the rules.

3 The program was written by Emmanuel Dupoux (1990), from a database consisting of a
list of about 20,000 words. Another database, MobyWord from WordPerfect, containing
approximately 160,000 words, was also consulted for all of the data in this discussion.
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4. The Rules

We should recall that in this dialect ys occur after all consonants except for certain
coronals, as illustrated in the previous section. Also, we will assume, following SPE and
Halle and Mohanan, that the /y/ is not present underlyingly. I propose, then, that /y/ is
inserted by the following rule:

Rule 1: 0 -->

This rule will insert /y/ after all consonants that are followed by an underlying /i/. Then
another rule removes the y when it follows a coronal and when a schwa occurs following a
consonant in the next syllable:

Rule 2: y --> 0/ Csar VCa
[ -cont]

The following data illustrate application of the rules:

Figure 8

A) "puke"
(1) pik = Underlying Representation
(2) pyik = Y- Insertion (Rule 1)
(3) pyik = Y- Deletion (Rule 2, N /A)
(4) pyuk = Surface Representation

B) "tune"
(1) tin = Underlying Representation
(2) tyin = Y- Insertion (Rule 1)
(3) tyin = Y- Deletion (Rule 2, N /A)
(4) tyun = Surface Representation

C) "duty"
(1) diti = Underlying Representation
(2) dyiti = Y- Insertion (Rule 1)
(3) dyiti = Y- Deletion (Rule 2, N /A)
(4) dyuti = Surface Representation

D) "tuna"
(1) tine = Underlying Representation
(2) tyina = Y- Insertion (Rule 1)
(3) tina = Y- Deletion (Rule 2)

4 I have made the consonant optional because of /u /- initial words like "unit ", which was
pointed out to me by Mike Hammond.
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(4) tuna = Surface Representation

E) "neuter"
(1) nitar = Underlying Representation
(2) nyitar = Y- Insertion (Rule 1)
(3) nitar = Y- Deletion (Rule 2)
(4) nutar = Surface Representation

Thus, these two rules can account for all of the data.
It should be explained why two rules, one of insertion and one of deletion, have been

proposed here, instead of a single, more restricted rule of insertion. This becomes clear if we
examine the consequences of having a single rule like the following:

0 --> y/C_i C(V), where V # schwa

This rule could accommodate many of the words listed above. For example, it would insert
/y/ in puke, duty, tune, and no /y/ would be inserted in tuna or neuter, where ii! is present.
However, because the rule refers to any consonant, it generates ungrammatical results as well,
inserting /y/ after /s /, /1 /, /r /, and /z/: suit, * /syuti, rule * /ryul/, etc. Also, the rule would not
insert /y/ after any consonant when /ai is in the following syllable, thus producing incorrect
forms like puma, * /puma /, or Cuba, */kuba /. It seems preferable, then, to have two rules, one
which isolates the [- continuant] coronals since they are the only consonants affected by the Y-
Deletion.

Borowsky (1986) discusses Y- Insertion in what was called above the /dyuti/ and /duti/
dialects. She proposes that in the British /dyuti/ dialect the distribution of /y/ after coronals is
governed straightforwardly by sonority. She ranks the coronals on a scale of sonority like the
following:

s/z
n
1

r
y

She proposes that the consonants must be at least two intervals apart in order to qualify for
the onset of a syllable, thus ruling out *ry and *ly as in rule * /ryul/ and lude */lyud/. This
type of explanation will not work, however, in the Southeastern dialect in discussion since in
addition to /r/ and /1/, neither isi or /z/ are followed by /y/ in this dialect, though they are both
more than two intervals away from /y/ on the sonority scale: rude * /ryud /, lude */lyud /, suit
* /syut/, zeus * /zyus /. And as we have seen, it is not enough to simply explain what /y/ can
follow, for what it follows varies depending on the vowel quality of the following syllable.
Borowsky's explanation for the distribution of /y/ in the American /duti/ dialect cannot apply
to the Southeastern dialect either. She states simply that in this dialect we can assume a
dialectal constraint that rules out a sequence of two coronals as an onset (assuming /y/ is
[ coronal]): *[cor][cor]. Obviously, this will not hold in the SUS dialect for there are
numerous examples of CcorY syllable -initially. Clearly, Borowsky's explanations are not
relevant to the phenomena in the SUS dialect.
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Though it is difficult to explain why only [- continuant] coronals are affected by the
rules, we can formalize what is occurring. Consider the following scenario. Recall that the
rule of Y- Insertion applies only to [- continuant] coronals. The feature [- continuant] does not
hang off the coronal node; thus, we can assume that the coronal node is unspecified, allowing
it to acquire features from elsewhere. We can then imagine that /u/ has a dorsal node,
dominating the feature [ +high]. This dorsal node spreads to the place node of the coronal,
creating the secondary articulation /y /, resulting in /tyu/, /dyu /, /nyu/. This is illustrated below
for "dru":

Figure 9
/d/ /u/

Root Root

[ -cont] Place

Cor

Place

Lab
ODor

[+rd]
[+hi]

The features [ +hi] and [ +rd] serve to differentiate /u/ from other vowels. Thus, by spreading
the dorsal node that dominates [ +hi] to the place node dominating the coronal node, we arrive
at a coronal with a secondary articulation with the surface form /y /: Cm..5

It should now be determined when Rules 1 and 2 take place. If the rule of Y- Deletion
occurs at any late stage of the derivation after all suffixation has taken place, then we would
predict results like those in the following derivation of the complex form "tuner ":

Figure 10

(1) tin = Underlying Representation
(2) tyin = Y- Insertion
(3) tyin +er = Suffixation
(4) *tunar = Y- Deletion

However, the resulting form is incorrect in this dialect - - /y/ should be present: /tyunar /. It
becomes clear, then, that Y- Deletion does not apply late in a derivation, but instead applies at
some earlier point before suffixation takes place. In the next section, I will determine when
rules 1 and 2 apply, and what this says about the issue of cyclicity.

5 Thanks to Diane Meador for suggestions on this type of analysis.
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5. Cyclicity

The word institution in this dialect is pronounced [InstItyuw3an]. (Also constitution,
substitution, prostitution behave similarly.) Analysis of these forms will show that stratum 1
is cyclic. A rule of spirantization occurs in the derivation of this form. This rule describes
the change that occurs in the quality of the stops in words like deletion --> [dali3an]. The
rule of spirantization as formulated by Halle and Mohanan is given below:

Spirantization: (-son ¡--> (+cont / [+son] y6

l+corJ C+strid [-cont]

We will see that this rule must apply before the rule of Y- Insertion because it doesn't occur
in the contexts where ys have been inserted by Y- Insertion. For example, if y was inserted
before the spirantization rule applied, the result would be [Insti uwt], not [instityuwt], where
spirantization has changed the underlying [t] to [3], eliminating the environment for the rule
of Y- Insertion to apply and producing an incorrect form. Thus, spirantization must precede
Y- Insertion. Consider the derivation below':

Figure 11

(1) InstItlt = Underlying Representation
(2) InstItit = Spirantization (N /A)
(3) instityit = Y- Insertion (Rule 1)
(4) Instity}t = Y- Deletion (Rule 2, N /A)
(5) instityiwt + ion = Suffixation
(6) Instityi an = Spirantization
(7) instltyu3an = Surface Representation

The fact that spirantization, shown in step (6), takes place at all in this derivation proves that
the stratum is cyclic. This is so because spirantization must precede Y- Insertion, as argued
above. Thus, if Y- Insertion occurs, and then spirantization appears also in the same
derivation, as in figure (11), then the derivation is necessarily cyclic, since the rule of
spirantization is ordered before the rule of Y- Insertion.

It can then be determined which stratum is cyclic: 1 or 2. There seems to be strong
evidence that stratum 2 is noncyclic, as argued by Halle and Mohanan (1985). They state that

6 For the purposes of this discussion, assume that the is of the -ion suffixes are ys
underlyingly, and therefore, the rule of palatalization may apply. For further discussion, see
Halle and Mohanan (1985), pp. 87 -93.

7 There is a common rule of palatalization in most dialects of English that replaces obstruents
by their strident palatalveolars before [y]: miss you --> [miKya]. It occurs regularly word -
internally: rebellion, expression (Halle and Mohanan's examples). It occurred sporadically in the
speakers of this dialect's speech, but I will not represent it in the derivations because it is
irrelevant to the current discussion.
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-ful must attach at stratum 2 and not at stratum 1 because the suffix never affects stress and
cannot be followed by stratum 1 affixes like -ity: *beautifullity.8 If we assume that -ful
attaches at stratum 2, then the rule of stem -final tensing9 can only apply after the suffixation
at stratum 2 for dialects that have non -tense vowels in a position before the suffixes -ly or
-ful. As Halle and Mohanan point out, if rule application at stratum 2 is cyclic, the results of
a derivation of a word like happily are ungrammatical:

Figure 12

(1) haepi = Underlying Representation
(2) haepi = Stem -Final Tensing
(3) haepi + li = Suffixation
(4) haepili = Stem -Final Tensing (N /A)
(5) *haepili = Surface Representation

The resulting form is ungrammatical for speakers of this dialect (and most dialects of
English), and should be / haepili/, where a non -tense vowel precedes the suffix. Thus, we can
conclude that stratum 2 is noncyclic.

Therefore, assuming the derivation in figure (11) cannot take place cyclically at
stratum 2, I claim that all of the rules in figure (11) including -ion suffixation are ordered at
stratum 1, which is cyclic.'o

8 Halle and Mohanan give evidence that rules of word stress apply cyclically at stratum 1.
For further discussion, see their cited work, p. 66f.

9 Stem -Final Tensing:

-cons --> +tense /` -] except before -ly, -ful
-low R

'0 Examination of some of the derivations in the dialect discussed in section (4) may
demonstrate violation of the Strict Cycle Condition. The Strict Cycle Condition (Kiparsky 1982,
following Mascaro 1978) follows:

Strict Cycle Condition
a. Structure -changing cyclic rules apply only to derived

representations.
b. Def.: A representation a is derived w.r.t rule R in

cycle j iff a meets the structural analysis of R by
virtue of a combination of morphemes introduced in
cycle j or the application of a phonological rule in
cycle j.

I have just confirmed above that stratum 1 is cyclic. If we can assume that Y- Insertion
is a structure -changing rule, then the following derivation violates the Strict Cycle Condition
because a structure- changing cyclic rule applies to a nonderived representation:
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The proposal that stratum 1 is the stratum which is cyclic is confirmed by the -er
suffixation facts shown in figure (10). That is, a level 2 suffix, such as -er, attaches after the
level 1 rules of Y- Insertion and Y- Deletion, and thus has no effect on the rules. A correct
derivation of tuner and also of newer are given below, showing that the rule of Y- Insertion
takes place prior to suffixation, thus avoiding the incorrect derivation of figure (10):

Figure 14

(1) tin = Underlying Representation
(2) tyin = Y- Insertion (Rule 1)
(3) tyin = Y- Deletion (Rule 2, N /A)
(4) tyin+er = Suffixation
(5) tyunar = Surface Representation

Figure 15

(1) niw = Underlying Representation
(2) nyiw = Y- Insertion (Rule 1)
(3) nyiw = Y- Deletion (Rule 2, N /A)
(4) nyiw+er = Suffixation
(5) nyuwar = Surface Representation

We have, therefore, concluded that stratum 1 is cyclic and that the rules of Y- Insertion
and Y- Deletion occur in this stratum.

6. Cole's Proposal

Cole's (1990) approach is to provide alternative solutions for others' analyses of
various languages that involve cyclic rules. She suggests that, in fact, most analyses
involving cyclic rule application should be reanalyzed because it seems that evidence for the

Figure 13
1. Instltit = Underlying Representation
2. Instltyit = Y- Insertion
3. Instltyut = Surface Representation

Y- Insertion applies to a non -derived monomorphemic stem, yet it applies in a stratum that has
been determined to be necessarily cyclic in this dialect. Therefore, the Strict Cycle Condition
has been violated. From this, I conclude, as did Hualde (1989) that cyclic rule application and
the Derived Environment Constraint are not dependent on each other. Hualde demonstrated that
there are noncyclic rules that occur in morphologically derived environments. He suggested
either that cyclicity and derived environments are two independent properties, or that cyclic
application of a rule implies it is subject to the Derived Environment Constraint, but not vice
versa. However, I have shown that the cyclic application of a rule may occur in a nonderived
environment. Therefore, I conclude that cyclic application and restriction to a derived
environment are independent properties.
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cycle is "becoming increasingly remote ". Cole states that there have been three types of
arguments in the literature that have argued for the cycle: 1) Derived Environment effects, 2)
rule application at multiple stages in a derivation, 3) resolution of rule ordering paradoxes.
She then considers each in turn, arguing against the various cyclic proposals and proposing
other analyses. This paper has considered the rule application of Y- Insertion in the SUS
dialect in which it appears necessary that rule application take place at multiple stages in a
derivation. The cases that Cole reanalyzes concerning multiple stage rule application have to
do with the application of stress rules in Chamorro and Vedic. She proposes that stress
applies at two levels instead of cyclically on a single level, and thus that the cycle should be
abandoned in favor of a more -constrained two- level, non-cyclic model. Cole's focus is on the
application of stress rules. However, the rules that have been discussed here are not stress
rules, but featural rules. Thus, perhaps Cole's non -cyclic, two-level model should be
restricted to the application of rules of stress. Though I sympathize with Cole's goal,
cyclicity seems necessary in this case, and can, therefore, not yet be thrown to the winds.

7. Conclusion

In this discussion of a Southeastern United States dialect, I have argued that in
addition to the existence of a rule of Y- Insertion that others (SPE, Halle and Mohanan) have
argued is present in all English dialects, there is also a rule of Y- Deletion. Determining when
these rules occur has shown that cyclic derivations are necessary in this dialect.
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